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At five minutes past midnight, on April 12th, 2014, after

those that had gathered he took the microphone and

opposing the Jeju naval base project, Yang Yoon-Mo

“Absolutely no naval base!”. He then began to thank many

435 days in prison, his 4th imprisonment for his activities
was freed. Although it was after midnight, and the Jeju

Prison is in a remote area, around 100 people from around
Korea and Jeju gathered to celebrate his release and greet

began a speech. The first words he shouted into the mic,
people by name, including Jeju Bishop Kang U-Il, and
further stated:

“It’s thanks to you and your spirit of sharing,

him. For several hours leading up to his release, people

despite your desperate struggle, that I, who am

tea, and shouting for his release or calling out his name.

return back to you healthy and with a stronger will after

began to gather in front of the prison, sharing snacks and
The gathered people were Gangjeong villagers, activists,

priests, nuns, and other supporters, who all sang songs and
danced the Gangjeong dances.

As the time grew near, people began to count

insufficient, could get by daily. This is how I am able to

next presidential election.”

Yang also stated that while in prison he was

greatly encouraged by the strong international solidarity

with Gangjeong and said he had received letters in prison

from people in over 30 countries. He appealed to everyone

to build Gangjeong into a global life and peace village and
not to stop struggling.

After his rousing and exciting release party, the

But in prison, I realized that time is on our side.”

and others who couldn’t come to the prison met him and

went by our the odds would grow against our struggle.
“I have come to bear a dream to spread our

he ate the raw tofu which is traditional for people getting

signatures nationwide and 200,000 signatures from

warmly hugging everyone who had come. After greeting

Jeju as the Demilitarized Peace Island in 2017 during the

next night there was another party in Gangjeong village

struggle to make Jeju the Demilitarized Life and Peace

out of prison to eat. He began to greet each person,
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my prison life...I once ignorantly thought that as time

down to his release, and as soon as the door opened,

people cheered and rushed to greet him. As he came out

Island. I will start a petition campaign to gain 10 million
the people of Jeju, one third of the Jeju population. The

petition will be to build a legislative campaign to designate

at the Gangjeong Village Association Hall. There villagers
celebrated his release. All were greatly pleased to have

Professor Yang back among them, and encouraged by his
fresh energy and zeal. He has pledged to spend the rest

of his life working to make Jeju the Demilitarized Peace
Island. Let’s hope it doesn’t take that long!
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message to the Korean and US governments AND to the

message. I hope some of you will take the time and effort

world have the right to say “No” to a military base which

want Jeju Island to truly be an Island of Peace, and invite

peoples of the world. People of every community in the
will destroy their community.

I was deeply touched by the daily Mass with Priests

and Nuns blocking the main gate to the base. My time
standing with them blocking the main gate was the

highlight of my time there. I cannot think of a better way

that people of Faith can say to our governments “Building
a naval base which could be the focal point for a war

between the US and China is the height of immorality

and against everything all our religions stand for. We have

to visit other people and groups on Jeju Island who also

them to join you even once a month to show their support
for your valiant efforts. The farmers and fishermen of
Gangjeong, the students, the women, the teachers,

ordinary citizens of Jeju Island who have suffered the

horrors of the massacres of 1948, and the many visitors
from around the world who visit Jeju and share your

desire for peace in the world, could help get your message
out even more strongly.

In the spirit of Gandhi and Martin Luther King

been taught to “Love one another,” not prepare to kill one

and nonviolent warriors around the world, may your
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message to “Let Jeju Island be an Island of Peace” (not an

of Korea and the United States. Let’s encourage our

I am deeply thankful to have had some time with you

world needs to hear.
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in Gangjeong in March. Your nonviolent witness and

resistance to this horrendous military base is a powerful

another and to destroy one another’s communities. Your

island of war and preparations for war) is the message the
Your daily nonviolent witness including the Mass and

movement grow and touch the consciences of the people
governments to stop building this monstrous military
base and respect Jeju Island as an Island of Peace.

the blockade of the gates is the best way of sending this
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Everyday, the police forcibly remove and encircle

luggage. In early April, public transportation laborers

Catholic mass in front of the naval base construction

(KCTU) came to Gangjeong. On that day, even when

believers, ascetics and priests attending the 11 a.m.

site gates. Occasionally, under the watch of the previous
Seogwipo Police Chief of Security and Traffic, they
would forcibly remove people without giving any

belonging to the Korean Confederation of Trade Unions
there were no vehicles, the police kept their encirclements
for more than 10 minutes each time, without apology.
Finally, on April 7, after the mass during the

warning announcement. Sometimes they would also

rosary prayer, the police once again forcibly removed

vehicles attempting to enter or exit the construction

Additionally during the human chain and Gangjeong

continuously encircle people, even when there were no
site. According to the Act on the Performance Duties

by Police Officers, before forcibly removing people, they
should make a warning announcement. Additionally if

there are no vehicles entering or exiting, then they should

release their encirclement of people. In the past, whenever

the police did not keep this law, I would complain to them
and then they would relent. But as time went by, they
would once again begin return to thier old ways.

From the middle of February, a new Chief of

Security and Traffic came to Seogwipo. This new chief also
sometimes did these things as well, to my indignation.
I started to feel that the police treated me as a piece of

and encircled me without any warning announcement.
dancing time, despite their being no vehicles entering
or exiting, the police completely blocked everyone,

continually forcefully everyone to the edge of the road,
and maintaining their encirclements for more than 20

minutes at at time. In protest, I blocked a truck exiting
the site. I planned to withdraw my protest if the chief

apologized. But for thirty minutes not only did he not

apologize, but pretended that I was the one in the wrong
and ordered my arrest. To protest my arrest, Fr. Mun,

Sister Rosalina, and Lee Jong-Hwa were also arrested. Fr.
Mun was taken to the detention center with me. We were
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In March, the 25th Session of the UN Human Right Council was held in Geneva.
During the presentation of the UN Special Rapporteur on Human Rights, the

groups People's Solidarity for Participatory Democracy and the Democratic Lawyers'

Association of Korea shared on the serious situation of human rights violations in Korea,
the South Korean National Intelligence Service (NIS) involvement in the presidential
election and so-called North Korean spy incident, government oppression on labor

rights, and also Milyang and Gangjeong. The UN Special Rapporteur on Human Rights
urged the South Korean government to protect human rights defenders, emphasizing
that the arbitrary application of laws such as the national security law and the law on
protests and rallies, are restricting the free exercise of their activities.

In addition, on April 5, the International Coordinating Committee of National

Human Rights Institutions (ICC) suspended the human rights grade of the South

Korean National Human Rights Council as the human rights situation in Korea has
been deteriorating for a number of years.

6WRS,QGLVFULPLQDWH5HFRUGLQJE\
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On April 9, the National Human Rights Commission of Korea recommended that the

ROK National Police Agency restrict its scope and targets of indiscriminate photo and

video taking, saying such police behavior could infringe on people's freedom to rally and
protest, which are protected by the constitution. This is the first time that the NHRCK
has made such a recommendation. The ROK police have exercised such overreaching

practices nationwide including in Gangjeong, where they continually infringe on people's
rights by secretly recording video and photos while dressed in civilian clothes, sometimes

even using their personal mobile phones instead of registered police equipment. This is in
addition to their usual excessive media documentation of anyone preparing or engaging
in a rally, protest, or other completely legal activities.
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On April 6th, the Gangjeong Peace Book Cafe celebrated its' 1 year anniversary. It

has already been one year since the writers group and villagers began the dream of the
"Book Village" as a way past the pain of struggle. Many people gathered to celebrate

with a party at the cafe. Many of the guests were students from Gangjeong Elementary
School, who are regulars to the Peace Book Cafe and its programs. Kim Jae-Hun, a
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coordinator of the Gangjeong Book Village Project led the festivities with some friends
from Jeju University. Musicians Kim Kil-Soo and Park Hee-Soo also visited and gave a
surprise performance. They were traveling by camping truck around Jeju while singing

about nature and animals. They sang the song "Dear Jedolee" which many of us like a lot.
Omori from Okinawa and a friend came to visit in the evening as well.

Decorations for the party included a special photo exhibit and photo album. Also

special foods were prepared. And a new sign was put up for the cafe. It was made our of

pottery by Lee Kyung-Hwa who runs the pottery art shop, "Daltori Dojagol". Although

the anniversary party was originally about the Peace Book Cafe, it was also for the whole
village to dream of a better more peaceful future.

